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Simple-eone studies : some provoeative thoughts 

LENNART JEPPSSON 

When organizing a workshop for ECOS I l l ,  Godfrey Nowlan asked 
me to say something about my work with the genus Panderodus. This is a 
written account ofmy provocative presentation, partly modified in the 
light of comments I received at the meeting. I have spent severai years 
studying the genus Panderodus and my work is far from finished. The 
following experiences may have some general relevance to the study of 
simple cones. 

On ly some of the eight to ten distinct groups of elements in each 
apparatus of Panderodus can readily be identified as homologous in all 
the species. AIso, two ofthem are easy to identify as homologous with 
elements in the apparatuses of other genera. One is the symmetrical 
element. Symmetrical elements have been described in many simple
cone apparatuses and they have often been identified as Sa elements, 
implying some kind of homology with such elements in other 
apparatuses . I doubt many of these identifications. In  my opinion the 
following two requirements are absolutely necessary to identify an 
element convincingly as a tr or Sa element. 

Because the tr element is unpaired, it is the rarest of all types of 
elements. In  some Panderodus species its frequency is on ly about 1 %  
even in a collection recovered from a fine screen. The element is very 
small in all species of Panderodus and thus easily lost through a too 
coarse screen. 

I t  is symmetrical, not nearly or almost. Earlier accounts ofso called 
symmetrical elements in Panderodus referred to specimens with a 
furrow on one lateral side only; a genuine such element has one on each 
lateral side. 

The on ly other element whose homologies I am confident about 
both within the genus and outside it, is the single pair of ne or M 
elements . These elements are asymmetrical and strongly twisted like 
the homologous oistodontiform elements. In  other respects, such as 
the small size, they are dosely similar to the tr or Sa element. This 
similarity may or may not be true for related genera. 

There are probably only about ten species of Panderodus known but 
about fifty specific names, most of which are based on a few of the 
species. Four or five of the seven or eight lineages I recognize in the 
Silurian have now been identified far back in the Ordovician. The 
differences between an Ordovician and a Silurian population of the 
same lineage are small compared to the differences between separate 
lineages. In order to recognize this, each lineage should be treated as 
one species, subdivided into chronological subspecies . Thus the 
search for the valid name for a species cannot be limited to one system. 
For example, the name Panderodus equicostatus was based on a Caradoc 
specimen, but the taxon is unrepresented in the other Ordovician 
collections of Panderodus I have seen. I t  is common, however, in the 
Silurian ones. On the other hand, Panderodus gracilis probably occurs in 
many Ordovician collections, but in the Silurian on es I have so far only 
seen it in some ofmy own collections from the Leintwardinian Hemse 
Mari on Gotland. Except for three localities dose to each other where 
good collections may be obtained I have only stray specimens. 

The naming of taxa and seleeting of types for them are irrevokable, 
but the consequences of this do not always seem to be realized . Every 
other piece of information we publish can be and of ten is overlooked . 

Having studied the types for about hundred names, I have a strong 
feeling that names of ten are given on ly as a means of talking 
conveniently about the fragmentary objects we have found, and that 
the only recognized longlasting effect of the process is that it 
perpetuates the name of the author. The particular topic of simple
cone taxonomy is now so difficult that it is necessary to work for severai 
years on each genus and all the types of nominal taxa referred to it and 
on types resembling any of the elements ofits species, to exdude any 
possibility that there are names al ready available for use. The 
situation is now such that a correct nomendature of ten requires more 
work than a good taxonomy. I suppose that the situation is or will soon 
be similar with other groups of fossils .  A major problem is that some 
types are unavailable without large travel grants. They cannot be 
borrowed, because the mail is not trusted. However, in my experience, 
the risk of losing specimens in the mail is small . 

Another problem regards the documentation and the deposition of 
types . Perhaps 90% of all published pictures of Panderodus are 
unidentifiable to species, and sometimes also to genus as the pictures 
show only one side of a coated element. Further, the types, extracted 
from a collection who se composition cannot now be checked, are of ten 
unidentifiable, if they cannot be compared with a collection of the 
population. Thus, Branson & Mehl's ( 1 933)  Ordovician Panderodus 
species caused me many problems. Some of the types agree reasonably 
well with those of Panderodus unicostatus, and so do some of those 
described by Stauffer ( 1 935b, 1 940) . However, in 1 98 1  I got from 
David Kennedy a num ber of acetic-acid residues prepared from 
samples he had collected in connection with his restudy ofBranson & 
Mehl' s and Stauffer's localities. In this material I found two species of 
Panderodus, neither of which is P. unicostatus. One of them is the same 
species as I have in the upper Hemse MarI . My notes on the types of P. 
gracilis fit well with elements of this species. In  condusion, in addition 
to the illustrated type specimens and otherwise selected specimens it is 
necessary to make available at least one good slide with hundreds of 
elements representing the whole conodont fauna, so that also those 
elements that may have been erroneously exduded by the author are 
represented . Preferably this slide should be that from which the 
holotype is selected. Regarding all old types the kind of job done by 
David Kennedy is vital for a stable nomendature. 
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